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 Need to better understand human adaptation to space
 Provide better countermeasures
• Integrated approaches to minimize mission resources (mass, 
power, crew time, etc.)
 Provide tools for autonomy











































































































Small World Network conceptual 
example
Proof-of-concept network based on a 























factor & its 
relationships
• In this way, fundamental research on cellular function can 
be shown to support multiple Risks.
• Additional collaborative research may be needed to 


















Figure 7 from: Campanharo, ASLO; Sirer, MI; 
Malmgren, RD; Ramos, FM; Amaral, LAN. Duality 
between Time Series and Networks, PLoS ONE, Aug. 
2011. 
Application of the proposed forward map to the heart 
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Example Probability of Task Failure:
1.4 E-03
Diagram created with NETICATM by Norsys.
Sensitivity analysis on a Bayesian Network model such as this can be 
performed to identify areas of high influence.   
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